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VILLAGE LIVING CHARACTER AREA
Overview
Lewis County has a diversity of living arrangements, ranging from
homes on farms and along country roads, to small groupings of
residences at a crossroads or houses tucked into forestland.
However, the majority of the population lives within village-type
development patterns.
Village Living Character Areas contain single- and multi-family
residences, and are typically well-defined neighborhoods that
offer a diversity of housing choices within short walking distance
to Village Centers. Homes, most of which were built prior to
World War II, front along primary streets and side streets, often
with front porches and entryways that connect to the street via
sidewalks. Building setbacks from the street line are shallow and
predominately uniform, with narrow lots that place homes in
close proximity to each other and garages in rear yards.
Residential streets in these areas are lined with sidewalks, trees,
and sometimes street-lighting, and are of a width that promotes
slower vehicular speeds.
Residences are of a variety of
architectural styles, yet pitched roofs are typical to the vernacular
styles due to the region’s significant snow fall. While residences
are the primary land use within this Character Area, they can also
be dotted with schools, small scale retail and offices, parks, and
churches.
The Character Area Plan identifies Village Living in the following
locations (regardless of a place’s status as an incorporated village):
Harrisville
Copenhagen
Castorland
Beaver Falls*

Croghan
Lowville
Martinsburg*
Glenfield*

Turin
Constableville
Lyons Falls
Port Leyden

There is a range of density patterns in each of these locations, yet
each contains a cluster of housing that forms a cohesive identity.
This is in contrast to residences in rural areas, which are typically
built independent of surrounding properties, one unit at a time.
* Although these communities are not incorporated villages, their residential areas
have a similar character to other villages. Therefore, the recommendations in this
section are relevant to these communities.
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Parks and public open space should have more than one access point. The park
above, in Lowville, is only accessible from a vehicular drive on the east side, with
no direct sidewalk connections from surrounding residential streets. Residents must
walk significantly out of the way to enter the park, leading to an increase in short
vehicular trips to access one of the village’s only public spaces.

Housing Diversity
Diversity in housing includes the style and design of the structure, as
well as the cost of access to occupants. There are numerous housing
styles found within Village Living Character Areas in Lewis County,
including single- and multi-family homes, conversions, and apartment
complexes. Typical Euclidian Zoning utilized throughout the United
States has segregated housing by type and from other land uses,
creating large blocks of homogeneous residential areas with little to
no diversity. As a result, social diversity in communities has also
diminished, with singles and young couples that trend toward
apartment and multi-family living being segregated from single-family
households. The recent pattern of large housing developments
catering specifically to seniors and baby-boomers creates an
additional housing type, further separating community demographic
groups, while at the same time impacting community character.
While a degree of uniformity and order is appropriate in
communities, current zoning practices remove opportunities for
variety and limit social interaction among different age and income
groups. A potential solution is to permit a greater mixing of housing
types, while continuing to provide protections for residents and
property values. For example, by re-working commonly utilized inlaw apartment ordinances, communities could promote multigenerational neighborhoods while reducing the demand for seniordriven housing developments. Additionally, appropriate design and
implementation regulations regarding the conversion of large singlefamily homes into multiple units can retain neighborhood character
and adjacent property values while increasing the diversity of housing
choices. A greater diversity in choices typically equates to greater
affordability, healthier environments, and improved community
character.
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There are several important design characteristics that separate Village
Living Character Areas from other residential living arrangements,
including density, building arrangement, streetscape design, and access to
public spaces.
The most critical design consideration for Village Living Character Areas is
the density of housing units. This character area has the highest unit-peracre density of any living arrangement within the county other than
apartment buildings and multi-use structures in Village Centers. Densities
of three to five units per acre are common, helping create the
neighborhood atmosphere associated with these areas. As densities
decrease, the character of the neighborhood shifts, and the close-knit
feeling often experienced through proximity to neighboring families can
be lost. In addition, higher densities are required to provide the
economies of scale necessary to supply services and infrastructure in a
cost effective manner.
The perception of density is closely associated with the arrangement and
orientation of buildings. The neighborhood character of Village Living
areas is dominated by houses with shallow setbacks on narrow lots. The
placement of buildings close to the street with smaller side setbacks
creates the appearance of increased density, regardless of lot depth. The
arrangement of buildings in this manner also creates a structure and sense
of enclosure when traveling down the street. The proximity of houses to
one another, both side-to-side and across the street, allows neighbors to
interact spontaneously during everyday activities. An important design
element for Village Living Character Areas is the presence of front
porches that face the roadway and are connected to the sidewalk
network. In a well-designed neighborhood residents would be able to
interact with one another from their respective properties, perhaps even
from their own front porch, improving the social atmosphere. Front
porches represent an important transition between public and private
space.

A final primary design consideration for Village Living Character Areas is the
connectivity of neighborhoods to public spaces. Village Living neighborhoods
often have small lot sizes that prohibit expansive areas for relaxation and
recreation. As a result, there is often a demand for larger open spaces and
programmatic options for families and children. Centralized public open
spaces vary in size, and provide opportunities for structured play or passive
recreation. In Lewis County municipalities, neighborhood-level parks can
range in size from one-quarter acre to two acres and adequately serve the
needs of the community.
Open spaces must have direct pedestrian connections surrounding
neighborhood street networks, and should maintain maximum visibility within
the community (see image on previous page). In instances where access
easements with adjacent property owners may be necessary to provide
connectivity from the adjacent neighborhood, the County should assist the
municipality through the facilitation of negotiations and legal processes.
Municipalities should avoid the tendency to create open spaces from left-over,
odd-shaped parcels inconveniently located within the community, as parks
should play a prominent role in the village’s identity.
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Streetscape Design
Few new roadways will likely be developed within Lewis County’s
villages and hamlets.
The following is a brief discussion on
streetscape recommendations to consider when existing roadways
are upgraded or improved. The reconstruction of a roadway is a
perfect opportunity to reconsider the streetscape design elements
that have a significant impact on neighborhood character. These
elements include:
Roadway widths
Curbs or gutters
On-street parking
Sidewalks

Tree lawns
Street trees
Street lights

With routine maintenance, the average life-span of a residential street
is 20 to 25 years, after which the roadway would likely need a
complete reconstruction. The following is a fictitious example of a
roadway within a village or hamlet before and after reconstruction,
depicting how the redesign of the roadway can have significant
impacts on neighborhood character and function.
Example Roadway: Before Reconstruction

Residential Infill Development
In-fill and redevelopment projects should be
complementary to existing development patterns and
architectural character, and should improve
connectivity and housing diversity within communities.
The image below depicts appropriately-scaled and
complementary infill development, while the images at
right depict what Lewis County communities should
avoid in their Village Living Character Areas. The
three most important design elements of a
neighborhood are sidewalks, street trees, and front
porches.

Over-scaled roadway

Not Appropriate
In-Fill Development

Large setbacks, no street trees or
sidewalks

Appropriate Village Living In-Fill Development

Wide open and desolate space

This example roadway is 35 feet in width with concrete gutters in a 60-foot rightof-way and 25 foot front-yard setbacks. There are no sidewalks, street trees, or
street lights to differentiate the roadway-zone from the residential-zone. As a
result, the space between homes feels desolate, out of scale, and unappealing to
pedestrians and homeowners.

Example Roadway: After Reconstruction
Pedestrian-scaled roadway

Additional design considerations for successful Village Living Character
Areas are the quality of the streetscape and connectivity to public spaces.
Design elements associated with streetscapes include sidewalks, street
lights, street trees, roadway design, and the architectural character of
buildings. These design elements work together to form a unique
character and sense of place for each street (see sidebar at right for more
information on Streetscape Design). Communities may also develop
design guidelines and recommendations for architectural character in
specific neighborhoods to ensure consistency or protect historic districts.
Guidelines provide recommendations and examples of quality design and
implementation practices that can be utilized by property owners.
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Garage too prominent

This example depicts the same roadway following its reconstruction. The right-ofway and front setback remain the same, however the roadway width has been
reduced to 28 feet and curbing has been installed. The redesign included
sidewalks, street trees, and street lights to help define distinct spaces associated
with the roadway-zone and residential-zones. The final streetscape is pedestrian
scaled and provides appealing and functional spaces in front yards and along the
roadway.
Sidewalks, street trees, rear/side loaded garages and front porches highlight
the new infill development on the top half of the street.

Garage too prominent
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